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The 20th century saw the slow and painful acceptance by mainstream science of the 
ancient theories of cyclic destruction and resurrection of the biosphere (Velikovsky, 
1950; Eliade, 1971).  In connection with the relatively short time cycles of global change, 
it is interesting to note some similarity between the reformed indian Juga system and the 
Milankovitch cycles of glaciation.  

Trough the dust from battlefield between „forbidden archeology” enthusiasts (Peet, 
2013) and people, who follow the historic doctrine, the importance of the intriguing 
period ca. 11 000- 12 000 year ago gradually becomes more obvious. Firstly, science 
agrees that around that time Earth was hit by an intensive meteorite swarm (Daily Mail, 
2012). Secondly, a geological epoch (Pleistocene) ends this time.  

Third, an authority on Atlantis research (Nikolai Zhirov) wrote that the 3rd stage of the 
sinking of Atlantis occurs around that period (this was also initial suggestion of Plato). 
Fourth, in different places in the world (Bosnia, Turkey, Russia etc.), enthusiasts have 
dated ancient buildings to be erected around this period.  

The true function of many ancient buildings and megaliths cannot always be explained. 
The connection of such buildings with holy places (or so-called places of force,  
anomalies in magnetometer readings) is long known. Put simply, the typical main feature 
of a holy place is to be on a geological fault. According to my wievpoint, one type of the 
„smart energies”, coming from Earth’s interior, is generated by Earth’s mantle 
turbulence, is detectable with magnetometers or EM field meters (cf. Krinker and 
Pismenny, 2006) and is not able to get trough intact Earth’s crust. So, the intriguing 
positioning of buildings in holy places - to be in connection with heaven and Earth 
(which directly appears in names of some ancient cult buildings) (Fig.1) should be 
understood literally.  



                     
   Fig.1 Etemenanki (Sumerian temple „of the foundation of heaven and Earth"). Reconstruction. 
 

Pyramids and other appropriate buildings can be used for trapping the mentioned Earth 
energy in some degree; massive stone objects can block this type of Earth radiation 
completely. 

Because massive stone objects cannot be typically wieved as a measure for improving 
local quality of life in a period of ancient global cooling, we come to a counterintuitive 
conclusion - somebody thousands of years ago wanted to block specific Earth radiation 
from places with defects in the Earth’s crust. The purpose may have been long-term 
climate engineering*. Sometimes though, energy is concentrated (Fig.2).  

 

                              
Fig.2 Energy beam from the Bosnian pyramid of the Sun. The radius of the beam varies in 

time from 5 to 20 meters with a frequency of 28 kHz. Credit: www.bosnianpyramids.org 
 

As Earth now seems overheated and the factor, that the mainstream calls „ the 
geomagnetic field” is weakening, we should consider the consequences of increasing 
specific Earth’s radiation from specific places on Earth’s surface by dismantling 
megaliths. As example here may serve the case with remains of the mysterious Latvian 
structure (the Pokaini forest). This hypothetic structure, built from head-sized round 
stones has likely been destroyed by the last Ice Age. Now in this place there is strong 
Earth radiation, detectable from satellites in relatively large area. 
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*The idea that stone stackings were used by prehistoric people for influencing weather comes 
from the Latvian anomaly researcher Ivars Viks.   
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